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An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United
States
Great American men have always understood the importance of women. John
Adams described them as "the most infallible barometerof morality and virtue in a
nation." And Danel Webster said the "promulgation of sound morals" was a
woman's contribution to "the preservation of a free government.".

America's Constitution
Winner of the Mark Lynton History Prize Winner of the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award
Winner of the Lionel Trilling Book Award A New York Times Critics' Best Book of
2018 "Excellent stunning."--Ta-Nehisi Coates This book tells the story of America's
original sin--slavery--through politics, law, literature, and above all, through the
eyes of enslavedblack people who risked their lives to flee from bondage, thereby
forcing the nation to confront the truth about itself. The struggle over slavery
divided not only the American nation but also the hearts and minds of individual
citizens faced with the timeless problem of when to submit to unjust laws and
when to resist. The War Before the War illuminates what brought us to war with
ourselves and the terrible legacies of slavery that are with us still.
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The Framers' Coup
The Religion of the Founding Fathers
Introduce students to the reasons why the framers wrote the Constitution, learn
about the arguments that shaped this amazing document and discover the
importance of these concepts to society today. Includes time lines, activities and a
card game.

Amendments to the Constitution and Proposed Statutes : with
Arguments Respecting the Same
It is not uncommon to hear Christians argue that America was founded as a
Christian nation. But how true is this claim? In this compact book, David L. Holmes
offers a clear, concise and illuminating look at the spiritual beliefs of our founding
fathers. He begins with an informative account of the religious culture of the late
colonial era, surveying the religious groups in each colony. In particular, he sheds
light on the various forms of Deism that flourished in America, highlighting the
profound influence this intellectual movement had on the founding generation.
Holmes then examines the individual beliefs of a variety of men and women who
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loom large in our national history. He finds that some, like Martha Washington,
Samuel Adams, John Jay, Patrick Henry, and Thomas Jefferson's daughters, held
orthodox Christian views. But many of the most influential figures, including
Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, John and Abigail Adams, Jefferson, James
and Dolley Madison, and James Monroe, were believers of a different stripe.
Respectful of Christianity, they admired the ethics of Jesus, and believed that
religion could play a beneficial role in society. But they tended to deny the divinity
of Christ, and a few seem to have been agnostic about the very existence of God.
Although the founding fathers were religious men, Holmes shows that it was a faith
quite unlike the Christianity of today's evangelicals. Holmes concludes by
examining the role of religion in the lives of the presidents since World War II and
by reflecting on the evangelical resurgence that helped fuel the reelection of
George W. Bush. An intriguing look at a neglected aspect of our history, the book
will appeal to American history buffs as well as to anyone concerned about the role
of religion in American culture.

Common Sense
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pulitzer Prize-winning author Jon Meacham reveals
how the Founding Fathers viewed faith—and how they ultimately created a nation
in which belief in God is a matter of choice. At a time when our country seems
divided by extremism, American Gospel draws on the past to offer a new
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perspective. Meacham re-creates the fascinating history of a nation grappling with
religion and politics–from John Winthrop’s “city on a hill” sermon to Thomas
Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence; from the Revolution to the Civil War; from
a proposed nineteenth-century Christian Amendment to the Constitution to Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s call for civil rights; from George Washington to Ronald Reagan.
Debates about religion and politics are often more divisive than illuminating.
Secularists point to a “wall of separation between church and state,” while many
conservatives act as though the Founding Fathers were apostles in knee britches.
As Meacham shows in this brisk narrative, neither extreme has it right. At the heart
of the American experiment lies the God of what Benjamin Franklin called “public
religion,” a God who invests all human beings with inalienable rights while
protecting private religion from government interference. It is a great American
balancing act, and it has served us well. Meacham has written and spoken
extensively about religion and politics, and he brings historical authority and a
sense of hope to the issue. American Gospel makes it compellingly clear that the
nation’s best chance of summoning what Lincoln called “the better angels of our
nature” lies in recovering the spirit and sense of the Founding. In looking back, we
may find the light to lead us forward. Praise for American Gospel “In his American
Gospel, Jon Meacham provides a refreshingly clear, balanced, and wise historical
portrait of religion and American politics at exactly the moment when such fairness
and understanding are much needed. Anyone who doubts the relevance of history
to our own time has only to read this exceptional book.”—David McCullough,
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author of 1776 “Jon Meacham has given us an insightful and eloquent account of
the spiritual foundation of the early days of the American republic. It is especially
instructive reading at a time when the nation is at once engaged in and deeply
divided on the question of religion and its place in public life.”—Tom Brokaw,
author of The Greatest Generation

Tempest at Dawn
No book was more accessible or familiar to the American founders than the Bible,
and no book was more frequently alluded to or quoted from in the political
discourse of the age. How and for what purposes did the founding generation use
the Bible? How did the Bible influence their political culture? Shedding new light on
some of the most familiar rhetoric of the founding era, Daniel Dreisbach analyzes
the founders' diverse use of scripture, ranging from the literary to the theological.
He shows that they looked to the Bible for insights on human nature, civic virtue,
political authority, and the rights and duties of citizens, as well as for political and
legal models to emulate. They quoted scripture to authorize civil resistance, to
invoke divine blessings for righteous nations, and to provide the language of liberty
that would be appropriated by patriotic Americans. Reading the Bible with the
Founding Fathers broaches the perennial question of whether the American
founding was, to some extent, informed by religious-specifically Christian-ideas. In
the sense that the founding generation were members of a biblically literate
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society that placed the Bible at the center of culture and discourse, the answer to
that question is clearly "yes." Ignoring the Bible's influence on the founders,
Dreisbach warns, produces a distorted image of the American political experiment,
and of the concept of self-government on which America is built.

Historical Magazine
John Adams (October 30 1735 - July 4, 1826) was the second president of the
United States (1797-1801), having earlier served as the first vice president of the
United States (1789-1797). An American Founding Father, Adams was a statesman,
diplomat, and a leading advocate of American independence from Great Britain.
Well educated, he was an Enlightenment political theorist who promoted
republicanism, as well as a strong central government, and wrote prolifically about
his often seminal ideas-both in published works and in letters to his wife and key
adviser Abigail Adams. Adams was a lifelong opponent of slavery, having never
bought a slave. In 1770 he provided a principled, controversial, and successful
legal defense to the British soldiers accused in the Boston Massacre, because he
believed in the right to counsel and the "protect[ion] of innocence." Adams came
to prominence in the early stages of the American Revolution. A lawyer and public
figure in Boston, as a delegate from Massachusetts to the Continental Congress, he
played a leading role in persuading Congress to declare independence. He assisted
Thomas Jefferson in drafting the Declaration of Independence in 1776, and was its
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primary advocate in the Congress. Later, as a diplomat in Europe, he helped
negotiate the eventual peace treaty with Great Britain, and was responsible for
obtaining vital governmental loans from Amsterdam bankers. A political theorist
and historian, Adams largely wrote the Massachusetts Constitution in 1780, which
together with his earlier Thoughts on Government, influenced American political
thought. One of his greatest roles was as a judge of character: in 1775, he
nominated George Washington to be commander-in-chief, and 25 years later
nominated John Marshall to be Chief Justice of the United States. Adams'
revolutionary credentials secured him two terms as George Washington's vice
president and his own election in 1796 as the second president. During his one
term as president, he encountered ferocious attacks by the Jeffersonian
Republicans, as well as the dominant faction in his own Federalist Party led by his
bitter enemy Alexander Hamilton. Adams signed the controversial Alien and
Sedition Acts, and built up the army and navy especially in the face of an
undeclared naval war (called the "Quasi-War") with France, 1798-1800. The major
accomplishment of his presidency was his peaceful resolution of the conflict in the
face of Hamilton's opposition. In 1800, Adams was defeated for re-election by
Thomas Jefferson and retired to Massachusetts. He later resumed his friendship
with Jefferson. He and his wife founded an accomplished family line of politicians,
diplomats, and historians now referred to as the Adams political family. Adams was
the father of John Quincy Adams, the sixth President of the United States. His
achievements have received greater recognition in modern times, though his
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contributions were not initially as celebrated as those of other Founders. Adams
was the first U.S. president to reside in the executive mansion that eventually
became known as the White House.

Daughters of the American Revolution Magazine
"This Constitution was proofed word for word against the original Constitution
housed in the Archives in Washington, D.C. It is identical in spelling, capitalization
and punctuation and is sized in accordance with one produced by President
Thomas Jefferson." -- Title page.

If You Were There When They Signed the Constitution
This behind-the-scenes study of the Constitutional Convention of 1787 details the
events of the convention, the debate over constitutional issues, and the delegates

Preamble to the U.S. Constitution (ENHANCED eBook)
A demagogue is a tyrant who owes his initial rise to the democratic support of the
masses. Huey Long, Hugo Chavez, and Moqtada al-Sadr are all clear examples of
this dangerous byproduct of democracy. Demagogue takes a long view of the fight
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to defend democracy from within, from the brutal general Cleon in ancient Athens,
the demagogues who plagued the bloody French Revolution, George W. Bush's
naïve democratic experiment in Iraq, and beyond. This compelling narrative
weaves stories about some of history's most fascinating figures, including Adolf
Hitler, Senator Joe McCarthy, and General Douglas Macarthur, and explains how
humanity's urge for liberty can give rise to dark forces that threaten that very
freedom. To find the solution to democracy's demagogue problem, the book delves
into the stories of four great thinkers who all personally struggled with
democracy--Plato, Alexis de Tocqueville, Leo Strauss, and Hannah Arendt.

Demagogue
"All men are born free and equal." Everybody knows about the Founding Fathers
and the Declaration of Independence in 1776. But the founders weren't the only
ones who believed that everyone had a right to freedom. Mumbet, a
Massachusetts slave, believed it too. She longed to be free, but how? Would
anyone help her in her fight for freedom? Could she win against her owner, the
richest man in town? Mumbet was determined to try. Mumbet's Declaration of
Independence tells her story for the first time in a picture book biography, and her
brave actions set a milestone on the road toward ending slavery in the United
States.
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Founding Brothers
The Faiths of the Founding Fathers
In this landmark work of history and winner of the Pulitzer Prize, Joseph J. Ellis
explores how a group of greatly gifted but deeply flawed individuals—Hamilton,
Burr, Jefferson, Franklin, Washington, Adams, and Madison—confronted the
overwhelming challenges before them to set the course for our nation. The United
States was more a fragile hope than a reality in 1790. During the decade that
followed, the Founding Fathers—re-examined here as Founding
Brothers—combined the ideals of the Declaration of Independence with the content
of the Constitution to create the practical workings of our government. Through an
analysis of six fascinating episodes—Hamilton and Burr’s deadly duel,
Washington’s precedent-setting Farewell Address, Adams’ administration and
political partnership with his wife, the debate about where to place the capital,
Franklin’s attempt to force Congress to confront the issue of slavery and Madison’s
attempts to block him, and Jefferson and Adams’ famous
correspondence—Founding Brothers brings to life the vital issues and personalities
from the most important decade in our nation’s history.
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Wives of the Signers
“We the People of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union . . . ” —
The U.S Constitution The U.S. Constitution and Other Writings is part of the Leatherbound Classics series and is a collection of the crucial documents, speeches, and
other writings that shaped the United States. In addition to the Constitution,
readers can review the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation,
the Federalist Papers, important presidential speeches, and many others. Both
famous and lesser-known, but equally important, Americans are represented,
including Benjamin Franklin, Victoria Woodhull, Frederick Douglass, Susan B.
Anthony, and even the creators of the rules of baseball. The founders' inspirational
and revolutionary ideals are all here, and this is a perfect volume for anyone who
finds the history of America to be a fascinating and enlightening journey.

Lives of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence
"Christian Faith among our first presidents is either ignored or misunderstood.
Twenty-first century Christians may see the founders of the nation as devout in the
way they are devout; twenty-first century rationalists may see them as secular as
themselves. In this well-written, engaging, and handsomely illustrated book, David
L. Holmes sets us straight by telling a fascinating tale grounded in the historical
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record." Richard w. Bailey, University of Michigan; President, Guide of Scholars of
the Episcopal Church

Oregon Blue Book
This two-volume set brings together a collection of writings and speeches by James
Wilson, one of only six signers of both the Declaration of Independence and the
United States Constitution. His works had a significant impact on the deliberations
that produced the cornerstone documents of American democracy.

Mumbet's Declaration of Independence
Describes the events of the Constitutional Convention and the lives and work of
the thirty-eight men who signed the document. Includes the text of the
Constitution and Amendments.

U.S. Constitution For Dummies
Signers of the Constitution
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Features biographical sketches of the spouses of the signers of the United States
Constitution.

Signing Their Rights Away
Presents the lives, deaths, and scandals involving the thirty-nine signers of the
United States Constitution, including Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, and
James McHenry.

Signers of the Constitution
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a
collection of separate essays and articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton.
Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing
doctrines and policies of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was
previously known, was constructed by American statesman Alexander Hamilton,
and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United States Constitution.
Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to write
papers for the compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding
Fathers of the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American
lawyer, journalist and highly influential government official. He also served as a
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Senior Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party,
the system that governed the nation’s finances. His contributions to the
Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early
development of the nation of the United States.

Proceedings and Debates of the Constitutional Convention of
the State of Ohio
The fifty-six signers of America's Declaration of Independence risked their “lives,
fortunes, and sacred honor” to found a new country. In this classic work, Benson J.
Lossing describes the lives of each of the founding fathers, their greatest
achievements, and what impelled them to take such an incredible risk. While some
are well known to us – Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock – much
of the pleasure in this book comes from reading about the lesser-known signers,
and about the many challenges they faced throughout their lives in the young
United States. Appendices contain Thomas Jefferson's original version of the
Declaration, an analysis of its grievances, the subsequent Articles of Confederation
and US Constitution, and the offending Stamp Act. This ebook edition includes an
active table of contents, reflowable text, and 50 period engravings of the faces and
signatures of the signers.
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Draft of the Declaration of Independence
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Constitution of the United States, with Index, and the
Declaration of Independence
The former mayor of Charlottesville delivers a vivid, first-person chronicle of the
terror and mayhem of the August 2017 "Unite the Right" event, and shows how
issues of extremism are affecting not just one city but the nation itself. The deadly
invasion of Charlottesville, Virginia, by white nationalist militias in August 2017 is a
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microcosm of the challenges facing American democracy today. In his first-person
account of one of recent American history's most polarizing events, Michael Signer,
then Charlottesville's mayor, both tells the story of what really happened and
draws out its larger significance. Signer's gripping, strikingly candid "you are there"
narrative sets the events on the ground-the lead-up to August's "Unite the Right"
rally, the days of the weekend itself, the aftermath-in the larger context of a
country struggling to find its way in a disruptive new era. He confronts some of the
most challenging questions of our moment, namely how can we: Reconcile free
speech with the need for public order? Maintain the values of pragmatism,
compromise, even simple civility, in a time of intensification of extremes on the
right and the left? Address systemic racism through our public spaces and
memorials? Provide accountability after a crisis? While Signer shows how easily our
communities can be taken hostage by forces intent on destroying democratic
norms and institutions, he concludes with a stirring call for optimism, revealing
how the tragic events of Charlottesville are also bolstering American democracy
from within.

Cry Havoc
Collected Works of James Wilson
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Women of the Constitution
The Signers of the Constitution
Amendments to Constitution and Referendum Measures with
Arguments Respecting the Same to be Submitted to the
Electors of the State of California at the Special Election on
Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence
Explores the little-understood relationship between the written Constitution and
the many external factors that shape the interpretations of this foundational
document.

Reading the Bible with the Founding Fathers
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The Federalist Papers
Washington's Farewell Address to the People of the United
States, 1796
An in-depth look at the defining document of America Want to make sense of the
U.S. Constitution? This plain-English guide walks you through this revered
document, explaining how the articles and amendments came to be and how they
have guided legislators, judges, and presidents and sparked ongoing debates.
You'll understand all the big issues — from separation of church and state to
impeachment to civil rights — that continue to affect Americans' daily lives. Get
started with Constitution basics — explore the main concepts and their origins, the
different approaches to interpretation, and how the document has changed over
the past 200+ years Know who has the power — see how the public, the President,
Congress, and the Supreme Court share in the ruling of America Balance the
branches of government — discover what it means to be Commander in Chief, the
functions of the House and Senate, and how Supreme Court justices are appointed
Break down the Bill of Rights — from freedom of religion to the prohibition of "cruel
and unusual punishments," understand what the first ten amendments mean Make
sense of the modifications — see how amendments have reformed presidential
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elections, abolished slavery, given voting rights to women, and more Open the
book and find: The text of the Constitution and its ammendments Discussion of
controversial issues including the death penalty, abortion, and gay marriage Why
the word "democracy" doesn't appear in the Constitution What the Electoral
College is and how it elects a President Details on recent Supreme Court decisions
The Founding Fathers' intentions for balancing power in Washington

Signing Their Lives Away
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects,
viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of Government in General, with Concise Remarks
on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary Succession. III.
Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of
America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections

Logo Exchange
Americans revere their Constitution. However, most of us are unaware how
tumultuous and improbable the drafting and ratification processes were. As
Benjamin Franklin keenly observed, any assembly of men bring with them "all their
prejudices, their passions, their errors of opinion, their local interests and their
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selfish views." One need not deny that the Framers had good intentions in order to
believe that they also had interests. Based on prodigious research and told largely
through the voices of the participants, Michael Klarman's The Framers' Coup
narrates how the Framers' clashing interests shaped the Constitution--and
American history itself. The Philadelphia convention could easily have been a
failure, and the risk of collapse was always present. Had the convention dissolved,
any number of adverse outcomes could have resulted, including civil war or a
reversion to monarchy. Not only does Klarman capture the knife's-edge
atmosphere of the convention, he populates his narrative with riveting and colorful
stories: the rebellion of debtor farmers in Massachusetts; George Washington's
uncertainty about whether to attend; Gunning Bedford's threat to turn to a
European prince if the small states were denied equal representation in the
Senate; slave staters' threats to take their marbles and go home if denied
representation for their slaves; Hamilton's quasi-monarchist speech to the
convention; and Patrick Henry's herculean efforts to defeat the Constitution in
Virginia through demagoguery and conspiracy theories. The Framers' Coup is more
than a compendium of great stories, however, and the powerful arguments that
feature throughout will reshape our understanding of the nation's founding. Simply
put, the Constitutional Convention almost didn't happen, and once it happened, it
almost failed. And, even after the convention succeeded, the Constitution it
produced almost failed to be ratified. Just as importantly, the Constitution was
hardly the product of philosophical reflections by brilliant, disinterested statesmen,
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but rather ordinary interest group politics. Multiple conflicting interests had a say,
from creditors and debtors to city dwellers and backwoodsmen. The upper class
overwhelmingly supported the Constitution; many working class colonists were
more dubious. Slave states and nonslave states had different perspectives on how
well the Constitution served their interests. Ultimately, both the Constitution's
content and its ratification process raise troubling questions about democratic
legitimacy. The Federalists were eager to avoid full-fledged democratic
deliberation over the Constitution, and the document that was ratified was stacked
in favor of their preferences. And in terms of substance, the Constitution was a
significant departure from the more democratic state constitutions of the 1770s.
Definitive and authoritative, The Framers' Coup explains why the Framers
preferred such a constitution and how they managed to persuade the country to
adopt it. We have lived with the consequences, both positive and negative, ever
since.

The U.S. Constitution and Other Writings
American Gospel
The United States is on the brink of total collapse. The military has been reduced to
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near extinction, economic turmoil saps hope, and anarchy threatens as world
powers hover like vultures, eager to devour the remains. In a desperate move, a
few powerful men call a secret meeting to plot the overthrow of the government.
Fifty-five men came to Philadelphia in May of 1787 with a congressional charter to
revise the Articles of Confederation. Instead they founded the longest lasting
republic in world history. "Tempest at Dawn" tells their story.

The War Before the War
An entertaining and essential collection of stories about the surprising and strange
fates of the fifty-six Founding Fathers who signed the Declaration of Independence.
Now in paperback with a brand-new cover, the wildly successful Signing Their Lives
Away tells the untold stories of the signers of the Declaration of Independence. In
the summer of 1776, a group of 56 men risked their lives and livelihood to defy
King George III and sign the Declaration of Independence—yet how many of them
do we remember? Signing Their Lives Away introduces readers to the eclectic
group of statesmen, soldiers, slaveholders, and scoundrels who signed this historic
document—and the many strange fates that awaited them. To wit: • The Signer
Who Was Poisoned By His Nephew • The Signer Who Was Killed In a Duel • The
Signer Who Went to Prison • The Signer Who Was Lost at Sea • The Signer Who
Achieved Fame as a Brewer Complete with portraits of every signatory, Signing
Their Lives Away provides an entertaining and enlightening narrative for students,
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history buffs, politicos, and Hamilton fans alike.

America's Unwritten Constitution
In America’s Constitution, one of this era’s most accomplished constitutional law
scholars, Akhil Reed Amar, gives the first comprehensive account of one of the
world’s great political texts. Incisive, entertaining, and occasionally controversial,
this “biography” of America’s framing document explains not only what the
Constitution says but also why the Constitution says it. We all know this much: the
Constitution is neither immutable nor perfect. Amar shows us how the story of this
one relatively compact document reflects the story of America more generally. (For
example, much of the Constitution, including the glorious-sounding “We the
People,” was lifted from existing American legal texts, including early state
constitutions.) In short, the Constitution was as much a product of its environment
as it was a product of its individual creators’ inspired genius. Despite the
Constitution’s flaws, its role in guiding our republic has been nothing short of
amazing. Skillfully placing the document in the context of late-eighteenth-century
American politics, America’s Constitution explains, for instance, whether there is
anything in the Constitution that is unamendable; the reason America adopted an
electoral college; why a president must be at least thirty-five years old; and
why–for now, at least–only those citizens who were born under the American flag
can become president. From his unique perspective, Amar also gives us
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unconventional wisdom about the Constitution and its significance throughout the
nation’s history. For one thing, we see that the Constitution has been far more
democratic than is conventionally understood. Even though the document was
drafted by white landholders, a remarkably large number of citizens (by the
standards of 1787) were allowed to vote up or down on it, and the document’s
later amendments eventually extended the vote to virtually all Americans. We also
learn that the Founders’ Constitution was far more slavocratic than many would
acknowledge: the “three fifths” clause gave the South extra political clout for every
slave it owned or acquired. As a result, slaveholding Virginians held the presidency
all but four of the Republic’s first thirty-six years, and proslavery forces eventually
came to dominate much of the federal government prior to Lincoln’s election.
Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible, and often surprising, America’s
Constitution is an indispensable work, bound to become a standard reference for
any student of history and all citizens of the United States.
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